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Title of the work: Backimages (Nachzeichnun-
gen)
Year of origin: 2018
Material: paper, pencil, ink
Size: cm 21x30
Section: Contextual Drawings  

Short info about the work:

Reflective day notations recorded in pencil 
serve as the background for these drawings in 
ink, both, textually and pictographically, made at 
the beginning of the day, reflecting the contures 
of the day before.
The drawing motifs seem to be borrowed from 
biological scientific drawings and continue in a 
processual ductus from drawing to drawing. 
Continuously mutating, new forms, signs and 
motifs get introduced.
The installation touches upon a fascination for 
existential questions of personality development 
as well as in general for ethical and free science 
in the realization of self-determination in con-
cretely lived art and everyday practice.

The questions of relational research in art and everyday life that led me to this work:
 
How do they behave?

- my feelings (emotionality) about current events of the day
- Current events on targets 
- Creation of images (art production) to the everyday conditions for which we as human beings               

are responsible.
- Art production under constantly changing conditions in art and society.
- individual and collective authorship, staying alone and/or in the mode of exchange and collabora-

tion with others.
- the different social networks in which I operate. 
- private goals, work goals and general social goals interconnected. 
- ongoing projects in their continuation, (correlational, synergetic and numerical), to new emerging 

ideas, impulses and new work settings. 
- The different daily stories, (private, political, professional, break, training, travel, social presence, 

etc.) that I lead.
- the global struggle for contemporary social relations to the simultaneous contemporary demand 

on our (my) own world of life and work.
         



The structure of the textual and pictographic layer in pencil of backimages: 
1 recording of the current date (in consciousness of its historical uniqueness)
2 recording of the current alternating weekday
3 oval pict. It stands for the performing of a physical exercise beginning the day before
4 oval pict. It stands for the action of recording the day before
5 textual and pictographic recordings as content and formal tracing of the day stations
6 summary parenthesis (pict)
7 counting of days after the return of stays abroad
8 oval pict. It emphasizes and isolates the daily flash described in 9 in its surroundings
9 textual content and formal transcription of a significant  event of the day
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